BREAKDOWN INSURANCE QUOTE CHECKER
CLICK & CALL the top named
insurers and brokers listed
opposite now.

A Guide to
Breakdown Insurance

Your current renewal quote
Excess:

£

Quote:

£

The insurers featured in QuickPages offer a range
of policies and benefits to the over 50s. Here are
a few hints to help you get the best deal:
We don’t realise how much we depend on our trusty
motors until the unthinkable happens. It breaks down
at home causing you to miss that all important meeting,
or you find yourself stranded, alone and vulnerable,
in the middle or nowhere or on some hard shoulder or
another. Either way, help is available from a whole host
of breakdown insurance companies, at very reasonable
prices with a good range of policies.

Ref:

Quote

Excess: £

0800 118 1726
Ref:

£

Quote

Excess: £

0800 369 8165

Choosing the best policy for your needs is important,
there are different policy options offering varying levels
of cover available.

Ref:

You can decide whether you want to cover the vehicle
or the person. Covering the vehicle means anyone driving
it will be covered, regardless of whether they are the
policyholder or not. Covering the person means you’re
insured as the driver or passenger of any vehicle, and
although it is typically more expensive than vehicle cover,
it is handy if you drive several vehicles.

0800 156 0834

£

Quote

Excess: £

£

Cover is available from the very basic cover through to a
very comprehensive service offering alternative transport
or hotel accommodation.
And, depending on which cover you have specified, you can
add another vehicle or person on to your policy, providing
they are registered at the same address as yourself. In some
cases partners can be added to your policy free of charge.

Breakdown Insurance Checklist

✓

Before choosing a policy ask yourself the following:

Have you decided on whether you want Vehicle or Personal cover?

Have you decide on the level of cover you require? (e.g. Home Start, Roadside assistance)

* Calls are free from landlines. Mobile operators may charge for calls. All calls may be recorded and/or monitored.
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